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1.1 Introduction
The world is moving towards a digital economy and digital
trade engagements at a swift pace. Cryptocurrency is
increasingly getting adopted by so many start-ups, investors,
and business firms. This development results from the
significant role cryptocurrency is playing in terms of money
and currency value evolution.
With recent developments, Mammon is undoubtedly on the
verge of becoming the most valuable token to be utilized as a
means of exchange in the coffee industry. This is poised to be
a breakthrough solution for big coffee players who have
endured years of turbulent trading and transactions.
Mammon money originally forked from the Bep-20 token
offers enough transparency and credibility to promote a
smooth exchange medium for coffee consumers. This great
innovation is positioned to have global coverage for all
consumers of coffee, thereby highlighting a big step in the
right direction in adopting cryptocurrency all over the world.
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1.2 Our Mission
To design a cryptocurrency platform that is
secured enough to carry out trading
transactions in the coffee market.

1.3 Our Vision
To build the world's most significant utility
token to pay to trade on coffee industry import
and export worldwide, most especially in
major consuming areas such as Central
America, El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala,
Costa Rica, and Panama.
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1.4 The Mammon Money
Having signed a partnership deal with most coffee
farms and production sites across central America
and other countries, Mammon would set to take
charge of all trading transaction happening in the
coffee industry but introducing a Bep-20 token as
an utility token to pay trading on coffee industry
import and export from Central America, El
Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and
Panama.
The coffee industry is increasing exponentially
with an approximate value of about $102.15 billion
in 2019. It is growing increasingly every year, with
an expected turnover of about $155.64 billion by
2026. Mammon token as a binance smart chain
platform will be designed to ensure compatibility
with third-party services, including wallets,
exchanges, listings, etc. Mammon token will be
pumped into the general market and totally meet up
with the Bep-20 criteria.
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1.5 What do we want to solve?
Despite the booming nature of the
coffee industry and the success
recorded continually, Marketing and
trade still suffer from several
shortcomings, emanating from glitches
and transaction errors due to the
insecure platform used for trading.
The coffee industry has been one of
the most lucrative businesses around
risks massive decline if proper
measures aren't taken to introduce a
platform that will present traders and
consumers with trading and exchange
transparency and credibility they
deserve.
The world is moving towards digital
currency globally; definitely, all
significant stakeholders, investors,
and power players in the industry need
to update businesses to meet up with
the basic standard of the world's
innovation, which is the digital
economy.
This initiative produced the Mammon
money to the coffee industry, just to
end all glitches and rigors that
consumers encounter daily in the
coffee industry. The main token is
designed to offer great flexibility that
will guarantee seamless compatibility
with third-party services and will also
be easy to integrate across binance
smart chain platform.

One of the problems majorly witnessed
by traders in the coffee industry is
inflation, resulting from a decrease in
value in a particular country's fiat
currency. However, with the crypto
token, there will surely be a finite
supply, and the value of a token will
be intact. It won't be anyway affected
by the economic challenges of the
consumer or trading country. Inflation
is on the rise due to the constant
reduction in fiat money value, which
harms the coffee industry. The
mammon token (Bep-20) is set to find
the last longing solution to this by
keeping the purchasing power if the
token is intact.
Another major problem Mammon
Money is bound to solve is the
problem of inequality in money
management. Over the years, the role
of mediators and traditional banks in
transactions had received wide
complaints. It generated several
controversies due to the delayed
transaction and the extra charges that
come with some of the transactions. At
times traditional financial institutions
and intermediaries agents tend to
leverage trading opportunities to get
some percentage of consumer funds;
this tends to frustrate traders and
consumers. With the advent of the
mammon token there will be enough
stability in trading transactions, and
the roles of middlemen will indeed be
rendered obsolete.
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Traders can easily trade independently using the mammon token on the
binance smart chain platform at their own convenience without much hassle.
The process of trading with mammon token will be much more comfortable
and straightforward to use globally. Another advantage to this is the
availability. Unlike traditional institutions that are time-bound and locationspecific, this binance smart chain platform can be accessed anytime without
going any distance to make the necessary transactions.
Another advantage of the newly introduced mammon token is the financial
inclusiveness that it is poised to bring. Many people out there really want to
get involved with the coffee industry but still belong to the class of the over
2billion people who don't have a bank account and some others who are
constrained by paperwork requirements to engage in trading. The Mammon
token introduction will grant all these categories of people access to trade
conveniently by using the binance smart contract platform. This engagement
will also boost the coffee industry's economic capability and motivate
investors to get on board in the industry.
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2.1 Digital Economy
The digital economy is said to be an
economy that involves electronic
technologies such as computer
devices and smartphones. It is
majorly carried out on an online
platform with the use of the internet.
The advent of the internet and its
rapid development brought about the
digital
economy.
It
bypasses
traditional market strategies and
ideas by introducing an open
economy that can be accessed
globally. The digital economy's growth
is highly influenced by Information
communication technology, which
implies people's interconnectedness
to the internet globally and the right
technical know-how and knowledge to
carry out online transactions. As of
2016, the digital economy accounts
for about $11.5 trillion, equivalent to
15.5 percent of global GDP in a
developed economy. This means that
digital economy growth is about two
games faster than global GDP over
the previous 15years. Explained
below are the key features of the
digital economy.

¤ Dependence on Data: Data is an
essential collection for measuring
business growth. It is one of the
significant strengths of the digital
economy; it has a record data
analysis, which can help to bridge
information between production
and consumption. The producers
use data to put together by the
business platform to make choices
about preferences and interests,
which gives the business owners a
clue on what to target and
prioritize. All these algorithms
contribute to the fast pace at which
the digital economy is presently
growing. Data has a lot of benefits
as far as the digital economy is
concerned. These includes;
¤
i.
It brings about transparency by
making facts and figures
available
to
users
and
stakeholders to help them decide
taking action( trading and
investment)
ii. It aims and boosts the
development of start-up business
models, structures, goods, and
services.
iii. It creates awareness about the
description of goods and services.
This is a big plus for most
consumers.
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¤ Network Advantage: This is one of the
digital economy features; it provides
sustainable networking, i.e., users that
make use of a particular product can
create an impression on the network and
social media, which will indeed affect
other consumers to try out the products.
Most users are easily influenced by
reviews and testimonies of other users and
will be moved with such force of
attraction.
¤ Global Acceptance: Ever since the advent
of technology and the digital economy's
introduction, it has continued to receive
wide and global acceptability amidst
firms, businesses, industry, financial
companies, banking institutions, and other
sectors. Everyone involved is trying to use
digital tools to improve their business and
be part of the moving train. Governments
are investing massively in ICT
infrastructures and trying every possible
best to bridge the gap between people with
the right technical know-how and access to
ICT and those who don't have access. All
these factors contribute to the prospects of
the digital economy globally.
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2.2 Decentralized Finance
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Before we talked further about the
Bep-20 token, we need to break down
what we mean by decentralized
finance,
which
is
commonly
abbreviated as (defi). Decentralized
finance is the bond existing between
traditional financial institutions and
more digital decentralized services,
most likely blockchain. Defi can be
likened to a more accessible and
volatile financial service. The Defi
seeks to provide an alternative to the
ancient financial institution service.
These financial services range from
the deposit of money, saving, money
transfer, loans, stock, and investment,
etc.

Benefits of Defi
Defi plays a major role in the
development and evolution of the
digital economy. It helps bridge the
digital divide in trade and economic
engagements by globally operating
on a quite inclusive and easily
accessible platform. Its requirements
are simple and straightforward and
not constrained by time, location,
space, and infrastructure, unlike
most
traditional
financial
institutions.
Defi
creates
an
expansion in the reach of money and
trading; all that is needed to engage
in it is just an electronic device such
as a computer or a smartphone. This
accessibility creates a thriving
platform and means for the global
economy to multiply. Most financial
experts think that if the global
economy is set to expand in all
dimensions through crypto, the world
must hold on to Defi. One cannot but
recognize the commitment and zeal
of Defi to the growth of the crypto
sector. Research has that Defi is the
fastest
developing
sector
in
blockchain; Defi tokens are said to
grow and perform exceedingly better
than other tokens in the market; it
has a higher market value. It pays off
better in trades and investment.
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Major Defi Components
It doesn't require permission.
Defi functions without the need for a thirdparty or agent verification. Anyone can sit at
the comfort of his home and develop a Defi
application and offer it to the world without
needing any form of permission from anyone or
go through a rigorous verification process. This
is, by far, one of the best features of Defi. It
permits user engagements in trade transactions
without needing any approval. This, in return,
has a positive effect on the growth of the global
economy.
Integration
This is one of the fundamental pillars of Defi;
it allows users to keep track of their previous
works even while on a new project. As new
developers and users enter the space, there is
a possibility of losing previous jobs. Still, defi
offers a platform that supports integration
whereby users can stack up to their work
together and even keep their different wallets
in check without losing any. This process is
made possible by the smooth integration of the
Defi application.
Flexibility
Defi offers a thrilling platform that grants users
great flexibility. Users are presented with
several integration options from which they
can choose at will. Users can even build an
interface of their own preferences if they do
not contend with the existing ones.
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2.3 Decentralized Exchanges

This is one of the important benefits that set Defi aside in a
Class of its own; it supports peer-to-peer trading with a
very secured platform. Most of the issues users have with
most tokens are security. Many of these token platforms are
vulnerable to hacking and security breaches, but Defi
operates a platform that makes it almost impossible to
hack. It uses a smart contract to enhance a simultaneous
wallet to wallet swap, making trading easy without the
platform having to hold back anything that may be hacked
by cyberbullies.
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2.4 Properties of money
Money is an integral unit of any
business. It serves as a medium of
exchange of most trades, and it has
an appreciable variation of value
and unit. It is essential in every
business as it is a unique factor that
determines any business's growth.
Traditionally, the money unit is
always represented in currency,
mostly in paper bills and coins, and
needs to be moved around and
exchanged to trade for products,
goods, and services. The form which
most tokens like the Bep-20 takes is
the digital form. Cryptocurrencies
are in digital and electronic format,
and it needs not to be carried along
when user try to make a necessary
transaction. It is volatile and purely
electronic; it can be accessed and
used through the aid of computers
and smartphones.
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3.1 Tokens
Tokens are a representation of something in its ecosystem developed by
computer experts used for decentralization in businesses. Tokens are used
as means of exchange, as bonuses, loyalty points, and also for stocks. A
token can also be used for voting, transferring value or to access a platform.
As of present, about 2,000 projects are currently utilizing tokens. Tokens
exist majorly in the blockchain ecosystem. Different tokens have their value
and also platforms that they can be utilized on. Tokens are used to access
decentralized applications; they are used as a medium to send and transfer
fiat, silver, gold, expensive materials, voting rights, or any product or goods
of tangible value. They are used for bonus points and as an alternative for
royalty fees. Tokens are gradually taken over banknotes because it is simple
and secured. Transactions with tokens are super fast and safe. It is almost
impossible to hack into a blockchain ecosystem and cart away with the
stores' tokens.
Data stored on the blockchain ecosystem can't be deleted, lost, or
manipulated. This means that tokens can be stored easily on the owner's
account with the need for a third party or agents to monitor it.
Tokens can be easily classified into the following classes;
i.
Means of exchange: It is arguably the most dominant usage of tokens
nowadays. Tokens serve as a medium of value to build incentives for
the users to get engaged on the platform. This is an essential part of
the token economy.
ii. A symbol of Asset: Useful materials, real estate, currency,
infrastructure, and real estate can be tokenized and traded. In this
situation, tokens stand as a right of owning the tokenized asset as well.
iii. To gain access: In most decentralized platform, tokens are used to gain
access to the forum. It is solely responsible for all transactions that
will be carried out.
iv. Voting rights: Tokens can also be used as voters, thereby giving the
owners permission and access to engage in the decision making
process. Many processes require voting in the digital world. These
include transactions, setting fees, network upgrades, selecting nodes
to process blocks.
Tokens are continuously growing and receiving more global attention
everyone year.
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3.2 History of tokens

The word "token" is derived from the Anglo-Saxon "taken" for a sign or a
symbol. Honestly, nearly all of the world's present-day coinage and
banknotes have been "tokens of value" since we came off the gold standard.
However, the commonly accepted definition of a token is a piece of metal or
plastic, resembling a coin in shape, size, and type but issued privately,
usually without Government authority, that is used as a substitute for official
coinage; generally as a pledge to be redeemed either in goods to the value it
represents or in the corresponding coin of the realm. We do not recognize
modern or older paper or cardboard advertising discounts or coupons as
"tokens.“
There are certain recognizable types of tokens (see below), with the
"currency" and the "trade" tokens being the most valued by numismatists.
The historical functional use in the community of these two types has
resulted in them being highly sought after today. However, the relatively low
value of token coins used as currency reflects the stigma often attached to
these coins when these values are compared to the much higher prices paid
for official currency. This usually is a direct result of flawed research or
available information on the history of token coins. A very good example of a
"currency" token is outlined below; with links to information about that coin,
the price of the Strachan, and Co tokens have risen dramatically in the last
few years but still have a long to go before they catch up with the Veld Pond
and Burger Pond prices of better-researched coins circulated during that
chaotic time in South African history.
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3.3 Currency Tokens
The "currency" trade token is the most sought after of real trade tokens. Very
few token coins have actually been manufactured to serve any purpose other
than to be used by clients at that business.
The Strachan and Co trade tokens were clearly "currency" tokens as this wellresearched article supported by third party references and scans of documents
from the time confirm the fact.

The acceptance of the Strachan and Co trade tokens by the broader population
in an area the United Kingdom's size for over 30 years puts these rare coins
into the same league as the Burgerspond (1874) and ZAR coinage.
Trade tokens
These are bonafide private coins
issued by traders in times of acute
shortage of coins to enable trading
activities to proceed. The token is a
pledge redeemable in goods or a coin
of the state, i.e., the coin's face value
represents the real value of the
official coinage.
Barter Tokens
These are issued by a trader in
payment
for
goods
(usually
agricultural products) to agree that
they will be redeemed in goods to an
equivalent value at the trader's own
outlets. Therefore, the transaction is
one of barter, with the tokens playing
a role of convenience, allowing the
seller to receive his goods at a rate
and time convenient to himself and
the trader to lock the holder of the
token coin to his shop.

Credit tokens
These are issued to employees to
allow them to purchase goods to the
equivalent face value from a specified
supplier. The tokens are to be
redeemed when the employee
receives his salary.
In South Africa, credit tokens were
seen as "unfair practices," especially
how they were issued to black
employees. They generated opposition
to tokens in general, leading to their
abolition in 1932.
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Cryptocurrency Tokens
A cryptocurrency is an acceptable currency
use for sending and receiving payments on a
blockchain ecosystem. Crypto tokens are a
subset of cryptocurrency; they are used for
making various transactions on online
platforms. Crypto tokens symbolize a specific
tradable asset or a utility built over an initial
coin offering (ICO) mostly found on a
blockchain. Crypto tokens are a subset of
cryptocurrencies that quantify an investment
or specific use and reside on their blockchain,
often used for raising funds or crowd sales.
Crypto tokens, also known as crypto assets, are
unique kinds of virtual currency tokens that
stay on their own blockchains and represent an
asset or utility. Oftentimes, they are used for
fundraising for crowd sales, and they can also
be utilized as an alternative for other things.
For example, one can possess a crypto token
in stock that is equivalent to a specific unit of
customer loyalty points on a blockchain used
in handling such details for a retail chain.
Another crypto token gives incentives to the
token holder to watch about 5 hours of
streaming resources on a video blockchain
platform. Another crypto token may even
represent some other cryptocurrencies, for
example, a crypto token being equivalent to 10
ethereum on a particular blockchain. Such
crypto tokens can be traded and sent among
the different participants of the blockchain
platform.
Crypto tokens are mostly built, distributed,
transferred, sold, and shared using the
generally acceptable initial coin offering (ICO)
process that includes crowdfunding programs
to fund project development.
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4.1 Mammon coin offering

Amount of tokens 6006006:
¤ Team 33.33%
¤ Sales and Liquidity 33.33%
¤ Marketing 8.33%
¤ Staking Rewards 16.67%
¤ Boutry 8.33%
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4.2 Roadmap

Mammon (MMON) will be a utility token to pay to trade on coffee industry
import and export from Central America El Salvador, Honduras, Guatemala,
Costa Rica, and Panamá
We have already partnered with coffee Farms all over Central America. For
mass adoption.
The global coffee market, which was valued at approximately USD 102.15
Billion in 2019, and is expected to reach revenue worth USD 155.64 Billion
by 2026, is set to record the CAGR of nearly 6.2% over the period from 2020
to 2026.
Mammon will be released based on the BSC platform and fully comply with
the Bep-20 standard. Support of this standard guarantees the token
compatibility with third-party services (wallets, exchanges, listings, etc.), and
provides easy integration. Herewith, the use of MMON token is not limited to
just the platform ecosystem.
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4.3 Meet Our Team

Yoselin Zelaya

Chief Executive Officer at
Mammon (MMON)
Universidad Tecnológica de El
SalvadorMammon.money
San Miguel, San Miguel, El
Salvador

Estela Enriquez
Mammon MMON ( Marketing
Manager) at Mammon
Mammon.money
Guatemala, Guatemala

Nasir Khan
Advisor Of Mammon
University of Science and
Technology, Tangail.
Bangladesh.
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